Patient-specific modelling of epileptogenic
networks from stereotactic EEG recordings
Stereotactic EEG (SEEG) in
epilepsy surgery

•

•

(A) Using a dynamic matrix
decomposition approach, we
can divide network activity into
three subgraphs that are
variably expressed over time.

Here we analyse SEEG recordings of 13 year-old patient
with TSC and several lesions (at least three candidate
tubers) and multiple seizure types of varying semiology
(spams, hypermotor seizures)

Modelling of epilepsy networks

•

There are several approaches to modelling. Here we focus
on methods inferring network connectivity from
electrophysiological data.

Stereotactic EEG data were summarised as betweenchannel coherence in a sliding window approach [2]

•

Non-negative matrix decomposition was used to identify a
small set of subnetworks whose time-varying expression
best explains the coherence dynamics across the whole
network [3]

Figure 1
Dynamic causal models
use empirical inversion
schemes to fit fourpopulation neural mass
models
of
cortical
sources to empirical
data.

•

DCM (Fig 1) inverts neural mass models to cross-spectral
density summaries of electrophysiology data – allowing
inference on underlying within-source (intrinsic) and
between source (extrinsic) dynamic connectivity. [4]
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Efficient tracking of dynamic patterns
Matrix decomposition is computationally efficient and can
simplify complex network-wide patterns over long recording
times to a pre-specified accuracy

•

This approach focusses on edge dynamics and does not
allow inference on directed connectivity

(C) The relative expression of
each subgraph can be tracked
over time, revealing temporal
structure
of
functional
connectivity
changes
the
network level.

•

It can be used to identify regions of interest automatically
that can then be analysed further through computationally
more expensive modelling of neurobiological processes

(D) The amount of change can
be quantified to identify time
windows of interest that contain
the maximum network-wide
connectivity changes (grey
shading)

Estimating the impact of individual nodes
•

Dynamic causal modelling estimates biophysical process
models that can be used to simulate interventions in silico,
combining edge and note dynamics

•

We can therefore simulate surgery in patient specific
network models of seizure onset time windows and rank
competing surgical targets according to their impact on the
network

Connectivity changes at seizure onset
•

Dynamic matrix decomposition reveals changes at seizure
onset that allow data-driven identification of time-windows
of interest for further analysis (Fig 2)

•

Despite differences in electrophysiological patterns of
apparent onset, >90% of dynamic coherence changes
across different recordings can be explained with variable
expression of just three subnetworks

Methods
•

Network models from patient
recordings
•

(B) These subgraphs explain
>90%
of
the
dynamic
coherence
changes
seen
during interictal and seizure
recordings.

Patients with genetic conditions with multiple lesions (e.g.
tuberous sclerosis, TSC) often requires invasive recording
to identify possible surgical targets

Computational modelling can help predict seizure freedom
after surgery [1]
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Figure 2

Epilepsy surgery is an important treatment for difficult to
control epilepsy

•
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Future Work
Modelling tuberous sclerosis networks

Biophysical models can simulate surgery
•

Hierarchical dynamic causal modelling of the network
changes at seizure onset shows dissociable effects of
node excitation/inhibition balance and node-to-node
connectivity (Fig 3)

•

Simulations of ‘surgical’ interventions can help quantify the
impact of individual nodes on overall coherence and
spectral patterns that are associated with seizure onset

•

The frontal tuber emerges as node that has the biggest
impact on seizure onset dynamics (Fig 3E)

Figure 3: (A) DCM analysis models directed connectivity between a
reduced number of nodes at time windows of interest identified in Fig 2.
(B) Seizures are associated with widespread node disinhibition.
(C) These global reductions in inhibition are are contextualised through
different setups of directed connectivity between nodes. (D) Surgical
interventions are simulated by completely disconnecting individual nodes
from the network and quantifying the impact on the EEG. (E) For both
power spectral and coherence measures, removal of the frontal tuber has
the most impact on network activity at seizure onset, suggesting it to be a
relevant surgical target.

•

Multiple possible epileptogenic lesions are common in
tuberous sclerosis, frequently requiring invasive pre-surgical
evaluation

•

We can validate this modelling approach against postsurgical outcomes in a cohort of patients
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